Flagstaff Hill Scout Group

“WARRA” Newsletter
www.flagstaffhill.sa.scouts.com.au

Term 4 2014

We hope you enjoy this edition of the “Warra”, the official newsletter of Flagstaff Hill Scout Group.
Read and learn more about our dynamic Scout Group! Are you interested in getting involved? We would be delighted to have you!

From the Group Leader
Rebecca Beer Smith (Acting Group Leader)
Hi all and welcome to
Term 4 – not long
now and it will be the
end of another year
of Scouting – what a
busy and exciting year
it has been.
Our Group continues
to grow and develop
– over the last term we have welcomed a
number of new families into the Group and
just recently had the opportunity to invest a
number of new Leaders. Welcome to you
all and we hope you have a very positive
experience with Flagstaff Hill Scout Group.
As you may have read previously Chris
Wise, Group Leader will be stepping back
in Term 4 as Group Leader to concentrate
fully on his role as Chief Director of the
16th Australian Venture (AV2015) being
hosted
by
Scouts
SA
(www.av2015.scouts.com.au). By making
this adjustment it means the Scout Group
leadership can continue with minimal impact also. During this term Rebecca Beer
Smith, Assistant Group Leader, will be the
Acting Group Leader.
I started out my Scouting life here at Flagstaff Hill, at the age of 14 till 18 as a Venturer, and have continued to be involved in
Scouting as a Rover from 18 to 26 yrs
through until now at the age of 34 being
involved again with Flagstaff Hill for the past
5.5 years as a Joey Leader and for the past
year as assistant Group Leader. I have two
daughters, Drew and Alyssa. My eldest is in
the Venturer unit here at Flagstaff Hill after
coming up through Cubs and Scouts. My
youngest went through the Joey and Cub
sections. I am an Office Manager by day and
a very busy Mum and Leader at all other

times.
The programs that sections have planned
for Term 4 look exciting and I am sure all
our Youth Members will have a great
time over the course of the remaining
weeks! Our Venturers have a highlight at
the end of the year with AV2015 on its
way and this time next year our Scouts
will be in the final stages of preparing for
AJ2016!
The Scouting calendar for 2015 is starting
to fill up with a Joey Scout Hoporee
scheduled for next year and a number of
other events planned – more information
will come out in due course about all
these activities.
Your Group Support Committee
(Parents Committee of the Scout Group)
will be putting out a short survey soon in
relation to fundraising for the Group.
Fundraising is an important part of our
budget process each year and a lot of our
equipment purchases rely on a strong
successful program. In order to be a success we need all families to be involved
and support fundraising and other activities of the Group. This short survey will
be distributed shortly and we ask everyone to contribute and give us your
thoughts.
Left: Acting Group Leader, Rebecca Beer Smith.

As always I ask families to please keep
yourself updated by checking our noticeboard regularly and also visit our website
and our Facebook page.

Top: Right Karkanya Scouts at the end of their 40
Hour Famine Sleepover.
Middle Right: Tarnda Cub Scouts on their Survivor
Sleepover.
Bottom Right: Kaurna Cub Scouts on their Caves
and Sculptures Camp at Naracoorte.
www.facebook.com/flagstaffscouts
www.flagstaffhill.sa.scouts.com.au
www.flagstaffhill.sa.scouts.com.au/calendar
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Kuraka Joeys
5:45 to 6:45 Tuesday Night
Joey Scout Leader: Amelia LeCornu (0439 888 163)
This term Kuraka Joeys worked very hard
to get their environment badge. They took
part in a wide variety of environmentbased activities in order to earn the badge.
They learned about recycling and took part
in some of their own. They joined with
Wednesday night Joeys and created some
art work out of things they found in the
environment around them.
They also had a visitor from the Woodhouse Scout Environment team come and
teach them about different bugs and insects.
Laura Terpstra (a Flagstaff Hill Venturer)
also helped the Joeys earn their badge by
leading them on a hike down to the erosion site in the gorge and explaining how it
has gotten so much bigger in the last couple of years and how she has been trying
to slow down the erosion by building up
the soil with newspaper to slow down the

erosion. The Joeys all brought along newspaper to help build these barricades up and
slow the water eroding the site down.
The Joeys also brought their father figures
along for fathers day celebrations. They
looked after them by playing some games
with them, giving them a pretend shave and
creating a father t-shirt design for them.
They also had a camp fire and cooked and
sang the night away as well as dressing in
their sporting attire for the commonwealth
games and competing in different sporting
activities.
Over all it was a very fulfilling term. Welldone Joeys! :)
Written by: Amelia LeCornu.

Ingarnendi Joeys
5:45 to 6:45 Wednesday Night
Joey Scout Leader: Rebecca Beer Smith (0419 854 368)
Firstly we would like to welcome Courtney to our Joey Mob who has chosen the
aboriginal name Niari. We also say a fond
farewell to Carl (Bilby) after many years of
service. Carl has help trained many of the
group’s leaders and has been a mentor to
many Joeys in his time at Flagstaff Hill. We
hope to see Carl back in the future but
wish him all the best in his current endeavours.

sion to the Scott Theatre by Train.
As I said JAM PACKED!

In term 4 we will be focusing on our Caring and Sharing badge, attending the branch
Joey fun day and finishing the year with our
traditional beach break up.
Written by: Rebecca Beer Smith.

After a jam packed Term 3 focusing on our
Environment badge. We discussed recycling, bugs and erosion with some special
guests to help explain, James for the Scout
Environment Centre and Laura Terpstra
from our own Venturer unit. Thank you
guys.
We also played a giant game of snakes and
ladders, went to Laserzone, brought our
Fathers in for Father’s day and made tshirts and pretended to shave them with
pop sticks and shaving cream. Some of the
Joeys also went on the Gang Show excur-
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Kaurna Cubs
6:30 to 8:00 Monday Night
Cub Scout Leader: Kathryn Affleck (0413 448 056)
Term Three was a busy one for the Kaurna Cub
Pack! We had a few changes in our membership.
We were delighted to invest Genevieve M and
Huon J into the Cub Pack - we hope they are
enjoying being Kaurna Cub's. Over the next few
weeks we will say goodbye to Matthew J and
James P as the "link" to Scouts - we wish them
all the best for their future in Scouting! In addition last term we excited to invest Baloo (Ryan
Manser) as an Assistant Leader - welcome to
t h e
T e a m
B a l o o !
In Term Three we were delighted to present
Grey Wolf's to Ali H, Chelsea W, Estella D,
Emma W and Lauren R. Congratulations girls on
this
wonderful
achievement!
However the highlight of Term Three was
our Caves and Sculptures Camp....
On Friday the 29th of August, 24 very excited
Flagstaff Hill Kaurna Cubs boarded a bus to take
them to Naracoorte for an action packed weekend of cave tours and craft.
Saturday morning meant starting off our badge
work for the weekend- The Level 1 Masks and
Sculptures achievement badge. Throughout the

weekend the Cubs made some clay figurines,
plaster masks, played around with paper mache
and made some woollen friendship bracelets.
(The friendship bracelets were a huge hit - we
caught one Cub making her bracelet by torchlight well after lights out).
Second item on the agenda was our first cave
tour! Our fantastic tour guides took us through
a part of the cave, before arriving at a fossil pit.
Here, we were treated to an interesting presentation on the fossils found in the cave, and given
the opportunity to get close to the fossils- even
touch some!
On Saturday afternoon, we split up, with half of
our group touring the Wonambi Fossil centre- a
room designed to take you back in time to when
the Megafauna roamed the area, while the other
half got to learn how fossils were dug up and
give it a go themselves.
That evening we visited the Bat Cave - to watch
the Bats fly out of the cave at dusk.
We awoke after a restful(ish) night ready for

our final, jam packed day. After breakfast, we
headed straight off for our first tour of the daythe Alexandra Cave. Known for its beauty, many
of our members were excited about seeing this
cave, and it certainly did not disappoint.
Our final tour saw us heading through the Bat
Observation Centre, and Blanche Cave. In the
Bat Observation Centre, we learned about the
bats that we saw flying out of the cave the previous night, and with the help of some cameras
that can see in the dark, we could see them in
the cave at the present moment. We then
headed into the Blanche cave, where the Cubs
got to go on a small “Off track” caving adventure, which was thoroughly enjoyed by all!
This successful camp could not have happened
without the help of our four parent assistants or
the staff at the Naracoorte Caves National Park,
and we would like to take this opportunity to
publically thank everyone involved in the camp’s
running.
Written by: Megan Franzon, Kathryn
Affleck, Ryan Manser and Heidi Van der
Wielen.

Warriparri Cubs
7:00 to 8:30 Tuesday Night
Cub Scout Leader: Chris Taliangis (8370 6336)
The Warriparri Cub Pack (Tuesday night)
had a busy term 3 concentrating on our
Level 2 Cooking badge. We started the
term by making kitchen aprons for everyone (with the help of a few mums) and
then the Master Chef Warriparri Cubs
learnt all about hygiene around food, safety
in the kitchen, cleanliness, correct way to
handle a kitchen knife, different methods of
cooking, how to cook different meals including pizza, hamburgers, pancakes, soup,
and cakes. Cubs were also taught about
the essential food groups, a balanced diet
and about different diets and allergies.
Towards the end of term 3 our Cubs along
with the other Flagstaff Cub Packs went
along to a performance of the Scouting
production “Adelaide Gangshow”.
Term 4 we will be focusing mostly on the
“Space” theme, and will include a visit to
the University of South Australia, Planetarium at Mawson Lakes. This activity will

occur on the afternoon of the Christmas
Pageant, Sat 8th November and then we
will return to the Scout hall for a sleep
over camp finishing after breakfast Sunday
morning. Other activities include an evening hike using our compasses and the
stars, a campfire cooking night, a beach fun
night and of course our end of year break
up party.
I would like to take this opportunity to
thank Victoria Swallowe who was our
parent helper for the last few years and has
now moved on as her child, Alfie has
moved up to Scouts. Victoria did a sensational job helping out at Warriparri Cubs
and along with her partner Neil were always reliable help. Cooks on camp, BBQ
cooks, money and form collectors, helping
the leaders with the children in fact anything that was asked of her. We will miss
you Victoria.
Written by: Chris Taliangis.
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Tarnda Cubs
6:30 to 8:00 Thursday Night
Cub Scout Leader: Steve Jaffer (8370 4497)
Term 3 2014 for Tarnda Cubs was once again
busy and varied with different activities and
badges covered over the Term.
Right at the end of Term 2 we invested
Naomi and Isaac into our Pack and at the
start of Term 3 we had two new Cubs, Jasmine and Daniel join us who we also invested, so welcome aboard to you all!
We were also very pleased to be able to
award two of our long-standing Cubs, Sarah
and Josh, with their Grey Wolf Awards so
well done to both of you after completing
every step of the pathway to gaining this
highest Award achievable within Cub Scouts.
Great work both - we will miss you in
Tarnda.
And a special mention should go to one of
our Assistant Cub Scout Leaders, Laura T,
aka ‘Chill’ in Tarnda, who has just attained
the highest award possible as a Scout – the
Queen’s Scout Award! A lot of hard work
and effort goes into this award so congratulations to Laura in this achievement!

During Term 3 we spent the first couple of
weeks constructing and painting Possum
Boxes which will be sent home with our
Cubs very soon.
We spent some time on construction this
term introducing our newest Cubs to the
world of knots and had a campfire with
marshmallows cooked over coals and campfire songs and some yarns.
We also went bowling at Marion which the
Cubs really enjoyed and had a go at making
fudge for Father’s Day gifts which proved to
be both messy and fun!
We held a ‘snow night’ where Rikki (Tash)
showed us how to make ‘snowballs’ from
baby oil and flour and had a great time
throwing them at each other afterwards out
on the parade ground!

role of being Sixers and Seconds within the
Pack. Thank you to Kathryn for running this
worthwhile weekend activity.
Tarnda Cubs also took part in some compass
and navigation activities, held a Sleepover at
the Hall with some fun activities like a yucky
food challenge and making flags for our individual sixes to put up in the Hall (pictures
below) and also went on a night hike with
our torches through Sturt Gorge.
So, a busy term, as always! We have changed
our start time to 6.30pm now so would welcome any new Joeys or Cubs who would like
to join us on a Thursday night. :)
Written by: Laura Cooper.

Some of our older Cubs took part in the Cub
Scout Leadership Course which teaches practical leadership skills to assist them with the

A Special Thank You
A Personal Message from Lynda Sandor
The Chairperson of the Group Support Committee
I have always been an advocate for Scouts,
as I have wanted for my children to experience the same fun, adventure and opportunities that I had as a teenager. I love
Scouts for the opportunities to learn, try
and explore so many varied activities that
you often don't try as a family, sport club
or school. I also was lucky enough to
meet my future husband on a leadership
course at Woodhouse as a teenager.
Little did I know how the people that I met
as a youth in Scouts would turn up to support me and my family in our darkest most
difficult time.
On the late afternoon 29th July my husband was booked in for a MRI. The following afternoon we met with a Neuro Surgeon to discover my husband Shayne had a
brain tumour that needed immediate surgery.
We had time enough to advise our unsus-

pecting parents, work places and children
before being admitted to the hospital several hours later for pre-op over night.
Everyone at this Scout group has been so
supportive and helpful. Not only have I had
sausage rolls hot out of the oven, lasagnas
and pasta bakes delivered to us. But, it's
the people that have come out from our
past that we met in Scouts, some of which
were only acquaintances, that have astounded me and warmed my heart especially.

Please help us to continue to provide this
organisation for you children, grand children, nieces and nephews not only for the
activities and experiences, but more importantly, to meet other children and
make the acquaintances with other people
that will be there for them well into their
future when they may need them the most.
Thank you is too small a word to express
all the emotion and gratitude that I feel for
these wonderful people ...
Written by: Lynda Sandor.

Cookies for the children and a batch for
the nurses were delivered to me at the
Intensive Care Unit by someone that was a
leader with my father and new me as a
child. Nurses in the hospital that remember Shayne and I from 25 years ago, or
have kids at a local Scout group that have
made us feel as though we are receiving
special attention. As well as People we
have lost contact with many years ago
tracking me down and offering assistance.
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Karkanya Scouts
7:00 to 9:00 Wednesday Night
Scout Leader: Darren Sutton (0414 270 133)
Just like every other term, this one is going to
be a great one for Karkanya Scouts. We’ve
got our Patrol Camp to look forward to at
Douglas Scrub. This year there will be six
Patrols pitching their tents, setting up their
kitchen area and rising to the challenges set
by the Leaders. It’s going to be an exciting
camp for many of our Scouts as it will be
their first time camping with Karkanya.
We’ve had a huge number of Cubs join us at
the end of last term and the start of this
term. One Wednesday we invested 9 new
Scouts to Karkanya. You can see from the
photo that we’re going to need a bigger circle
soon!
It’s fantastic to see so many new faces on
Wednesday night, but we’ve also had to say
goodbye to some great Scouts. We’re very
proud of the progress they’ve made and are
delighted that they are continuing their
Scouting life by joining with the Venturer
Unit.
At the very end of last term we were extremely pleased that Julia Bugden was
awarded her ASM (Australian Scout Medal-

lion). This is the highest award achievable in
Scouts and Julia put in a lot of hard work to
make sure that she completed all the necessary tasks before she moved onto Venturers.
Well done Julia!
In August our Scouts decided that they
wanted to take part in the 40 Hour Famine in
their own way at the Scout hall. They discussed plans and decided to do a 24 hour
lock in, with no technology, only rice and
water and to spend their time cooking/eating/sleeping in a very restricted area.
They cooked their own meals (well…rice!)
and entertained themselves with books,
games and crafts along with learning to make
a paracord survival bracelet. We were very
proud that our Scouts took it upon themselves to take part in this event and are sure
that it will become a regular in our calendar.
The total raised by the Scouts that took part
was $850.09 – a fantastic total.

was a great experience for our Scouts.
We’re very lucky to have such amazing trails
so close to our Scout Hall.
Steph has now completed her Advance Training with Scouts. We were delighted on the
first night back this term when she was
awarded her Wood Beads for the successful
completion of the course. Well done Steph!
With the warmer weather upon us, Karkanya
PL’s and APL’s have some great activities
planned for this term. We look forward to
sharing the stories and photos from these
next term.
Written by: Heather Forbes-White.

We enjoyed a great night hike with Jindalee
Scouts, leaving from Eden Hills and winding
our way through the Sturt Gorge. The
weather was perfect for a night hike and it

Jindalee Scouts
7:30 to 9:30 Friday Night
Scout Leader: Trevor Rogers (8270 2433)
Last term we had our annual debate with
Belair Scouts at our hall. The topic was
"Should sport be compulsory for one hour
after school", we were the affirmative and
unfortunately we lost again. Our adjudicator ,
Cheryl Brady had a tough job as both teams
were very persuasive with their argument.
Hopefully next year will be our winning year.
We also participated in the District swimming
night at Noarlunga Swim Centre. A lot of our
scouts did very well with the tasks put to
them and most are well onto their way to
earning the red level water safety badge.
They also had a go on the jungle rope, with
each Scout getting two turns each and a couple sneaking in an extra turn.
Karkanya Scouts joined us for a hike from
Eden Hills to Flagstaff Hill through the gorge,
the hike got off to a great start with one
leader, Heather, deciding to take a short cut,
losing her footing and slipping down the hill
through bushes and scrubs until she finally
stopped. The Scouts continued on using a
GPS but soon came off course, after a couple
of hours they were near the Sturt River but
couldn't find the track down the hill, as the

fence had been removed, which is used as a
location point to find the way down. After a
couple of phone calls and another leader
going down to the Gorge, the Scouts & leaders were put back on track and were soon at
the hall for pancakes & cordial. A few of our
Scouts blamed a leader for getting lost but
soon discovered the following week when we
did compass and mapping that it wasn't as
easy as they thought. It was a good lesson for
the Scouts and hopefully when they do their
hikes they will remember how easy it is to
get lost, especially in the dark.
One of our Scout Carli is working towards
her Green level cord and ran a First Aid night
for the Scouts, I think she found it interesting
and the exercise was a good learning curve.

anther walk to the shops to buy some more.
Well done to Georgia V, Paige, Carli, Nick,
Michael, Lachlan and Trent. Paige also received her Red Cord that weekend, congratulations Paige.
In term 4 we are appointing new patrol leaders and assistant patrol leaders as a couple of
our Scouts have left us and a couple have
gone up to Venturers. We wish Georgia H. &
Cooper a fantastic time at Venturers and will
miss them. We also have a lot of outings this
term and we are joining Aberfoyle Park
Scouts for a night together. At present we
have a small troop of 15 Scouts which gives
the Scouts plenty of opportunity to achieve
badges and learn new skills.
Written by: Cheryll Terpstra.

The Scouts also had a camp at hall and they
had to pan their menu then walk to the Flagstaff Hill shops and buy all their food. They
did an excellent job, as they were all young
and didn't have any experience in food quantities or budgeting. They got all the quantities
correct except for the mince , which meant
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Venturers
7:30 to 10:00 Friday Night
Group Leader: Chris Wise (0401 570 800)
Term 3 has finished and only one term left
for a year of venturing. The term has been
busy and fun filled with a busy program and
fundraisers. Mid-way into the term, our
unit combined with the Reynella Venturers
which included dressing-up as villains and a
great time. The next week Julia was invested on the ice at Ice Skating and became a part of the unit. Along with the
investiture, we also said goodbye to two
members of the unit, Laura and Alicia as
their 18th birthdays’ had come.

Laura left the unit early in the term
whereas Alicia had her final night at Gang
Show. Gang Show had an amazing performance, concluding at the pancake
kitchen afterwards. A big congratulations
to Alicia who had achieved all of her tapes
allowing her to achieve her Queen’s Scout
award. Her ceremony will be later this
term. Laura had her Queen’s Scout award
approved the previous term and her ceremony was early in the holidays.

We have a fun term ahead planned with a
range of activities and at the end of the
year a number of Venturers are looking
forward to having a Heaps Good time at
AV2015!
Written by: Jordan Green (Unit
Chairperson).

Queen’s Scout
The Highest Award in the Youth Sections of Scouting
Flagstaff Hill Scout Group’s Latest Recipient of this Award: Laura Terpstra
Recently I have completed my Queen's
Scout Award, this is the highest Award
that a youth in Scouting can achieve. I feel
very honoured and grateful that (after the
many hours) to have been presented with
it just recently. I had completed my Grey
Wolf and Australian Scout Medallion, I was
determined to complete my Queen's
Scout.
To complete my Award I had 17
tapes/badges that needed to be completed.
For this I had to do service either in or out
of the Scouting movement, I chose to
work with the Tarnda Cubs which was a
great opportunity and a lot of fun because
of the great team I had. As well as this I
needed to do work with the environment
and chose to work in the erosion site in
the Sturt Gorge. I also chose to plan and
walk two hikes, one being only one night
and the other being 3 nights and 4 days,
safe to say that was a struggle. I had also
partaken in scrapbooking for a pursuit/hobby which was a lot of fun and en-

joyed a lot. Apart from these things the
badges I had to complete were leadership,
unit management, outdoors, vocations,
citizenship, lifestyles and many more.
After this 3 year journey I would love to
thank once again everyone who helped me
and pushed me to do it. To my parents
who never gave up even when I almost did,
to Trevor Rogers who gave me advise and
all the places to camp for my Queen’s
Scout level hike. To Nicola Capon who
gave me direction then signed me off after
a page of notes. To the Tarnda Cub Leaders for putting up with me! To Chris Wise
for always pushing me and trying his hardest to help me in anyway possible. To all
the Venturer Leaders, Matt, Mick, Natasha,
Simon and Nick Mac, whether they were
there in the beginning or the end you all
played a part in helping me. Finally to all
the Venturers, thank you!
Written by: Laura Terpstra.
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Adelaide Gang Show
2014 Theme: RADELAIDE and Our Amazing State
A Case Members Perspective
This year Flagstaff Hill Scout Group was
lucky enough to have 6 members to be
apart of the cast these were 3 Leaders and
3 Youth Members and our Assistant
Group Leader back of stage calling the
items for the cast.
Adelaide Gang Show is a variety show
performed every year in September, by the
Scouts and Guides of South Australia at
the Scott Theater, which is a part of The
University of Adelaide. Adelaide Gang
Show has been going strong for 54 years.
This year’s theme was RADELAIDE. The
gang focused on different aspects of our
amazing city. We had skits that were based
on the city to bay fun run, tour down,
Glenelg, Rundle Mall, the Zoo and other
interesting parts of our state.
Just like every year each and every person
who wished to be apart of the cast had to
audition, which were held in March and
April this year. The production team
spends hours picking and putting the cast
into the roles that need filling, and the
production teams tries to equally share the
roles between the cast.
This year rehearsals Began in May, the cast
of 115 spent every Monday night from
7:00pm to 9:30pm for 18 weeks which
included the school holidays rehearsing, all
the songs, dances and skits, and putting
them together, so they would look really
good stage.

Saturday the 20th of September came
along really quickly and it was time for all
cast and crew, to come together and bump
into Scott Theatre. We started on the
Saturday night at 6:00pm and finished at
5:00pm on the Sunday, where we went
through the Show, from opening to closing
with costumes and lights.
The Show week came around like a flash,
and left just as quickly. Monday night was
the first time that we had an audience.
There were only about 20-30 people who
came to watch it these were mainly scout
groups who meet on a Monday night. The
show went off with out a problem; Tuesday was opening night and seemed to be a
lot bigger audience. The rest of week
seemed to just fly by, arriving in theatre at
5:30pm to get ready to be on stage at
7:25p, ready to WOW the new audience
every night. As the week went on the bigger the audience got.
Friday night saw the Ventures and the
Friday Scouts in the Audience to Support
their fellow members of Flagstaff Hill. Then
the Saturday afternoon saw the rest of
Flagstaff Hill come and support all the cast
on stage. This year the Group was lucky
enough to win a voucher for the Scout
outdoor centre to purchase, equipment.
This year saw just over 150 members of

Flagstaff Hill to come and watch Adelaide
Gang Show over two days. On behalf of
the members of Flagstaff Hill Scout Group
who were on stage I would thank everyone who come to watch the show and
hope to see you there next year.
Well done to Georgia Hewett (from Friday
night Scouts) for selling the most tickets.

For any youth member, if you sat in the
audience and were like I want to be a part
of that next year. Below is the link to
d o w n l o a d t h e Au d i t i o n f o r m :
www.adelaidegangshow.com.au.
Next years Theme is Mystery & Fantasy.
Written by: Tori Petchell (Cast
Member and Assistant Cub Scout
Leader - Warriparri Cub Pack)

Drew from Venturers has been a part of
the show for almost 10 years and was
asked to join the production team as a
choreographer, and taught the cast one of
the main dances that we needed to learn.
Congratulations Drew keep up the good
work.
Not only as cast did we have Monday night
rehearsals but we also had to 2 full weekend rehearsals with early calls on the Saturday morning and one full Sunday rehearsal making sure everything was perfect
and ready for show week in September.
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Upcoming Events

Latest News and
Information

Additional information available on the Scout Group website at:
www.flagstaffhill.sa.scouts.com.au/calendar.

Keep up to date with our latest news and updates
via:
www.facebook.com/flagstaffscouts
www.flagstaffhill.sa.scouts.com.au
Noticeboard in the Scout Hall

Sign In and
Sign Out Books

Warra Honour Board
The Flagstaff Hill Scout Group is extremely proud of the
achievements of its Youth Members and Leaders. Those
members who made significant achievements in Term Three
2014 are listed below
Congratulations to the following Youth Members for achieving the highest award in their Section.
Grey Wolf (Highest Award in the Cub Scout Section):
Ali H (Kaurna Cubs)
Chelsea W (Kaurna Cubs)
Damien S (Warriparri Cubs
Emma W (Kaurna Cubs)
Estella D (Kaurna Cubs)
Josh (Tarnda Cubs)
Lauren R (Kaurna Cubs)
Sarah T (Tarnda Cubs)
Thomas S (Warriparri Cubs)

Our Group has sign in / out books for all
members to assist in tracking attendance and ensuring the safety of all members.
Parents/Caregivers of Joeys, Cubs and Scouts are
required to sign their child in at the start and out at
the end meeting. Dropping children off in the
car park and leaving is not permitted!
Venturers are able to sign themselves in and out.
Group Leader:

0401 570 800
flagstaffhill@sa.scouts.com.au
Scout Hall:

Advanced Training (Woodbeads and Gilwell Neckie/Scarf):
Stephanie Tite (Karkanya Scouts)
Five Years of Service:
Matthew Goodliffe (Tarnda Cubs)

161 Black Road
FLAGSTAFF HILL SA 5159

Queen’s Scout (Highest Award in the Venturer Scout Section):
Laura Terpstra
Thank you to the following Leaders for their dedication and commitment to the Flagstaff Hill Scout Group.

Chris Wise

Mail:

PO Box 285
FLAGSTAFF HILL SA 5159

Newsletter Compiled by:
Kathryn Affleck
Cub Scout Leader - Kaurna Cub Pack
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